
Product Designer and Illustrato

 Development of design and concept of educational materials for children, 
such as puzzles, posters, books, easy-learning games, flashcards, and 
dominoes

 Collaborated with the creative team on designing, illustrating, and publishing 
4 kid’s books

 Logo conceived and designed for various clients

 Work in a variety of mediums including pen, ink, paintings, Adobe Illustrator 
and Procreate.

 Collaborated with marketing and support departments to create high-quality 
images and illustrations for specific projects

 Operated SEO techniques to boost organic traffic and ranking

 Developed sales strategies through customer data analysis and user testing.


UX/UI Designe

 Carried out user research through interviews and usability tests

 Produce experience concepts, wireframes, sketches, and design prototypes 
to showcase the user experience.

 Conduct qualitative user testing to support design direction and solve 
usability problems of an experience.

 Created and presented to the team user reports, user flow, journey map, 
branding, UI assets, and wireframes.

nikagandzh@gmail.com  www.nika.studio201 565 79 72

Professional Summary 



 Highly motivated Junior UX Designer with experience in Web and Mobile applications

 Knowledgeable in UX and UI design processes that meet users, business, and market needs;

 Detailed-oriented, knowledgeable in design from principles to elements, systems to graphic and 
print designs and typography

 Creative thinker, excellent team player with a passion for product quality, learning and 
implementing new technologies, and improving processes and standards within the team;

 Self-starter, able to work efficiently during tight deadlines in a fast-paced environment while 
maintaining high standards of work and exceeding expectations.

DeepIdea



2022 - present

San Diego, CA

Experience

Nika Studio



2017 - present

New York, NY

San Diego, CA

Education


Google UX Design Professional Certificate

2022-2023



New York Botanical Garden 

Certificate Program

The Basic of Visual Composition

Botanical Art and Illustration

2014-2015



Slavistic University (Kyiv, Ukraine)

Master’s Degree in International relationships

2002-2008



Art school (Kyiv, Ukraine) 

1994 - 2000

User-centered Design

Sketching

Illustration

Storyboarding

User Research

User Testing

Typography

Visual Design

Wireframing

Usability Testing

Prototyping

UI design


Skills Software



Figma

Adobe XD

Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Photoshop

Procreate

Sketch

HTML/CSS

Illustrator and Product Designe

 Developed creative designs and illustrations

 Creating all finishing product designs

 Collaborated with the creative team on designing

 Cooperated with marketing and support departments to create high-
quality images and illustrations for specific projects.


Sugarsuckle



2019-2020

Hoboken, NJ


